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Marine Refrigeration

Request for Servicing

Flynn Refrigeration can provide marine refrigeration
service engineers who can attend vessels and carry out
a wide range of services.

If you would like us to attend your vessel, please complete the ‘Job Specification’
document.

Our engineers are available to attend vessels
throughout the UK, and with a wide network of
refrigeration engineers around the world, we can attend
many large key ports, which ensures costs are kept to a
minimum, and to avoid excessive travel costs.

Our range of services include:

• Compressor overhauls
• Conversion of refrigeration and air conditioning systems with a wide range

Once received, we will review your requirements and provide you with a working plan,
including the number of days required to travel, and the number of days we expect our
engineer to be deployed for. Please note: the number of days are given as a guide only.
Accurate timescales will be confirmed following identification of problems/issues and all
matters have been discussed with yourselves, and relayed through our team.
We want to provide you with a cost-effective service, and ensure that all work is delivered
and completed by trained specialists as quickly as possible.
When you need us to provide an engineer, all arrangements are carried out and
monitored by our in-house specialist who will keep you informed at all stages, whilst
supporting our service engineer.

of new refrigerants

• Breakdown and trouble-shooting
• Leak detection and pressure testing
• Installation of new air conditioning plants and refrigeration systems
• Annual inspections to ensure systems are kept in optimum condition
• Electronic control systems and upgrade by our specialist technicians

General Information
Our aim is to ensure that a suitable engineer is deployed to your vessel from the nearest
point, is on board as soon as possible and fully understands the work to be completed.
Ideally, a 5-7-day notice period is required to ensure the most suitable engineer attends
the vessel.
We are dedicated to providing a cost-effective service; all engineers are charged at a
daily inclusive rate, which is based on up to 10 hours per day.
Many engineers are deployed to vessels in vehicles equipped with the necessary tools
needed to deliver the service. If our engineers need to fly to the vessel, economy flights
are selected by Flynn Refrigeration. If preferred, flights can be booked by yourselves on
behalf of the engineer.
Where required, engineers can stay on board vessels. If separate accommodation is
required, we can book this and simply add a 10% handling fee to the charges, and
provide you with copies of receipts for all relevant expenses.
Mileage is charged at 65 pence (65p) per mile. A £40 allowance is also charged per day,
per engineer to cover subsistence.

Servicing Rates
Per Day
Standard Service

750 GBP up to 10 hours

Top Level Specialist Trouble-Shooter

1000 GBP up to 10 hours

Assistant Engineer

450 GBP up to 10 hours

Per Hour
Standard Service Overtime

85 GBP

Assistant Engineer Overtime

50 GBP

* Engineers’ time is charged from leaving office/starting destination to the time they return back to office/end
destination, and includes travel time
** We request that ship’s staff are available and willing to assist as and when required for lifting heavy goods,
welding and any electrical work that may be required
*** When possible, please ensure that the vessel has the suitable service tools such as vacuum pumps, refrigerant
recovery units and reclaim cylinders, leak detectors and spare refrigerant. We also suggest that Nitrogen and a
Nitrogen regulator is available on board to avoid making arrangements for local supply once work has begun. If
you would like further information on refrigeration service tools, please let us know

Contact our service team
for more information
+44 (0)151 691 6130

